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Tunisian Arabic transcript:  

 
�ري EEE 0/آ.، 0? ا!'�!. هA% BC@? ت=# 3>;، :89 . آ�ن ر%7* راآ4 123 0/آ.، ,+ !* () !'&�ن%$#ل !  آ�ن :

 .G��ري ح: �I0/آ. ا #!�و 0/ح�ن ب=�، 0/ح�ن ب=� A% /9! 123@? تL=/ !* ا!1 ه? ح�G. ه? 0? ا!JK+ هBC ه? ,
OPه�I  %Cه .G��هOP ح�G. آ>P/ة و انR تA/ف ان ا!'I ،زة�7KI .G�� هOP حI ،+آ  %Cح. ه/V!ا O2ه�7Wت �I ،?0 

 .Pه�� ت@OKX بI ،.Gا!;ر  %C! .G�� ه# 0ذ%  خ�%>. وY ت&;I* ت$#ل !* راه? ح=@AI #=و آ  P23 وك/<I *! +, ?
�، KI^[ ... ب�!* ح&�ن، خP2* 0? ب�!* ح&�نI O0/Aن �I /_�� %O@<XA ب/:� ا!JK+ هCا ه# خI �0? ا!'�!. هBC ه? أن

@I 4%/, OI ، $%;) OI ،ت�,bA!0? ا EEE ;&$ن ?@A%  P23 ;PAو و ب  P23 ;PAن 3>; ب��د أ!? ا,/ب .  آ<A! ?29ت
*P3#% ?!أ eه Rان  @I *! .  @I 4%/, f'!ن (;%$  و ا�� I[ 3>; آ=AKW% ]I /Pخ Rان  @I .K2^!ا gKW% +=W% ;وح

�3; أن� ن'^? AI  و ن/I? 0? ا!A% ... 123 ?@AK@?. و %$#ل !  زاد !^bم !P  و Ph 123 ?@AI/ك. اخ#ر, ;<3 EEE
 �@AI% ]^KI OI مj2AI ;3�, �@ . .G��!K# تe=V وY ت#(+ وY حIن#ر Rان �@AI ;3�, OI ن�� ه# %e=V، آ@AI ;3�آ�ن ,
  . !^bم !P  و ا!Ph 123 ?@AK/ك: ت$7�ل
  

 
English Transcript: 

 
The proverb tells you that: If you see someone riding a broom thinking that he is riding a 
horse, tell him: Congratulations on the new horse! It means that a person who bought a 
broom thinking that it’s a horse (in this case or in this proverb they used broom) but 
actually, he bought something he was very happy to buy. This means that he’s thinking 
that he made a very good deal. Meanwhile you know that it’s not true and it does not 
deserve all this happiness since it’s not a perfect thing. But at the same time you cannot 
shock him and tell him that it is not a good thing or deal. So you just tell him: 
Congratulations! If he thinks that he bought a horse, let him think so. In this case, I don’t 
agree with the idea of the proverb. I don’t know… Maybe if the person is far from you in 
terms of relationship, it might be better if you let the people who are closer to him make 
him understand the reality of things. But if he is a close friend to you, it is okay, you can 
tell him the truth. It is okay to hear the painful reality from you, rather than from others. 
Another proverb says that: The speech is for you but the message is for someone else. For 
instance, I am talking to you but I mean another person by my words. If the person I 
mean by my words is present, he or she will understand what I mean. If not, a friend of 
his will understand the message and will take it to him. It is an expression that we use: 
The speech is for you but the message is for someone else.    
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